
RESTORING VISION 
EMPOWERING LIVES 
Empowering Lives By Preserving The Most Valuable Gift -

The Gift of Sight!



Community Impact in Numbers
Key Highlights of June 2023

7200+
Free Eye Screenings 

Conducted 

360+
Student’s Eyes Screened, 40+ 
Glasses Dispensed for Clear 

Vision

3400+
Glasses Dispensed in 200+

Community Outreach 
Programs

150+
Cataract Surgeries 

Sponsored To The Needy 

Areas of Operation: Odisha, Jharkhand and West Bengal



Bringing Vision Within Reach
Community Eye Camp Organized at 
Santipalli, Saheed Nagar - Bhubaneswar

Care Netram takes steps to bring eye care services directly at Santipalli, Saheed Nagar, where eye

care services are limited.

Our fully equipped, state-of-the-art refractive vans, staffed by highly trained professionals and

support staff, brings eye care services directly to the doorsteps of these underserved communities.

45+ individuals received free 
eye check-ups, 30+ found clarity 
in vision with affordable glasses. 



Eye Screening Done For Beneficiaries At 
Vikash Foundation, Non-Governmental 
Organization, Bhubaneshwar

Care Netram team reached at the Vikash Foundation, Non-Governmental Organization, in

Bhubaneshwar to provide comprehensive eye screening services to the beneficiaries in need.

During this initiative, a total of 45+ beneficiaries were screened. They received comprehensive eye

examinations. Among the beneficiaries screened, 8+ individuals were identified to be in need of

cataract surgery.

Our sincere gratitude to the dedicated volunteers and supporters whose unwavering commitment

made this initiative possible.

https://www.vikash.org/
https://www.vikash.org/
https://www.vikash.org/
https://www.vikash.org/


Eye Care For Women Leaders Working For 
Economic & Women Health Development

In the heart of Baunsa Bania, G.P Oupada Block, Balasore, a dedicated group of individuals are

lighting the path to progress. Comprising staff members from Mission Shakti, including CRP, MBK,

ASHA, and SHG women leaders, these passionate individuals are tirelessly working towards the

economic and women's health development of their society.

Their collaboration with Care Netram amplifies the impact, as they bring awareness about the

importance of eye health directly to the doorsteps of their fellow community members.

Through personal interactions, we share valuable information about eye health, ensuring that no

one is left behind in their pursuit of clear vision and improved quality of life.



A Beacon of Hope
Clear Eyesight Restores Hope & Independence 
of Kousalya Patra

Beneficiary Name:
Kousalya Patra, 
A passionate reader 

Age: 
67 years 

Place:
Khajuria Pada, Khordha, 
Odisha

I was very fond of reading books and Puranas, however, poor eyesight made me dependent on others.

I had to wait for someone to read to me. Thanks to Care Netram, they offered me free eye check up

and glasses that I could afford. So happy to be able to read and write again. God Bless Care Netram

Team.

“

- Kousalya Patra’’



Care Netram Ventures Into India's 
Remote Frontiers

We extended our eye care services to Karadega, Sundargarh a remote village in Odisha. There is no

eye hospital nearby, leaving them with limited access to eye care services. In their busy lives, they

had struggled to prioritise proper care for their eyes.

Prior to the eye camp, our dedicated team visited the village, spreading awareness about various

eye problems through door-to-door leafleting and announcements.

Hundreds of people from the locality

got their eyes checked and received

affordable eye wear to support their

vision.



Towards A New Dawn 

Beneficiary Name:
Sunanda Bhuisal,
A Farmer

Age: 
62 years

Place:
Giringkela, Village in 
Odisha

Thank you Care Netram, I can now see and work 

properly in the fields.

“

- Sunanda Bhuisal’’

Sunanda Bhuisal is a farmer by profession who spends most of his time at the fields growing crops.

However, age was not by his side when he started facing visionary problems. He continued working

with great difficulty to sustain his life.

However, his days of agony was gone as he encountered Care Netram team at eye camp. He was

offered free eye testing and affordable eye wear. His smiles were returned as he could see the field

clearly with good vision glasses.



Care Netram Inaugurated Its 5th 
Vision Centre At Nayagarh

We are proud to announce the establishment of a permanent 
eye care facility in Nayagarh, Odisha, dedicated to providing 
comprehensive and affordable vision care services to the 
community.

At the Nayagarh Vision Care Center, individuals from all walks of life can access free eye tests,

enabling early detection of any vision-related issues.

Our team of skilled professionals utilizes state-of-the-art equipment and follows rigorous protocols

to deliver accurate diagnoses and personalized recommendations for each patient.



Product Training By Essilor
Group, World Leader In The 
Ophthalmic Industry

Essilor has taken an initiative to provide comprehensive 
product training for our vision center staffs. 

Essilor's product training program is designed to equip vision center staff with the necessary skills

and insights to provide optimal vision solutions to their patients. By delving deep into the technical

aspects of eyewear products, staff members gain a profound understanding of the cutting-edge

technologies and innovations that Essilor offers.

With Essilor's product training program, vision centers are transformed into centers of excellence.

We are thankful for their time & effort.

https://www.essilorindia.com/about-essilor


Our Impact Through Permanent 
Vision Care Centres

A Heartwarming Story of Eye Care and Joyful Impact

Customer Name: Sunil Patnaik, 
a class 2 student 
Age: 5 years

Sunil Patnaik, a vibrant four-year-old studying in standard 2, visited our vision center accompanied

by his father. Concerned about Sunil's excessive exposure to mobile screens due to online classes,

his father sought protective eyewear for his son.

Recognising the importance of safeguarding his eyes from blue light, we explained the benefits of

blue light protection lenses. Impressed by the information, Sunil's father placed an order for the

lenses at an affordable price, and as a token of appreciation, we gifted Sunil a special mug.

His face lit up with joy, and his happiness was palpable.



A Government Employee 
Finds Visual Comfort

Customer Name: Kali Charan
Behera, a government employee
Age: 42 years

A dedicated government employee approached our vision center seeking assistance with his

computer-related visual challenges. We conducted a thorough and complimentary eye test for him,

identifying a near vision power issue.

We recommended progressive glasses tailored to his needs. He placed an order, and within three

days, he received his customized glasses at an affordable price.

The level of satisfaction and happiness he expressed with our service was truly gratifying.



United in the Global Fight Against 
Preventable Blindness

Good Vision | Good Life


